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Abstract
Today’s design processes involve various persons and disciplines. Process participants are often
distributed in different sites and might have diverse cultures. Thus, collaborations are often confusing
due to the different parties. This paper uses a model considering 3 layers of collaborations: process,
methods & tools and competencies & qualification. Each layer is modelled or supported by existing
tools but a holistic modelling approach to represent relations between the 3 layers is missing. This
research work proposes a modelling approach showing design processes on all 3 layers using BPMN.
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1. Introduction
The development of a product is usually performed by interdisciplinary teams. Thus, a collaboration of
experts from various disciplines is required to bring together the diverse expertise needed to develop today's
products. These products are characterized by a combination of mechanics, electronic, software and
eventually a service as well to fulfil their designated purpose. The involvement of diverse disciplines and
expertise demand well-working structures for collaborations to succeed with the development task.
Furthermore, the distribution of the experts is no longer bound to one enterprise and one site; it can be locally
spread over regions, nations and also over the world. The local distribution brings additional challenges to
the collaborations, like cultural differences, language problems and technical problems, e.g., for exchanging
information. In addition, new competencies are required to cope with these challenges like intercultural
awareness, language skills or confidence in the results of other partners from the collaboration.
Considering the increasing digitalisation of the working environment, it can be assumed that time spent
in collaborations, primarily for coordination and communication, will further increase or at least
stagnate at a high level as it is today. The assumption is based on findings of Schleidt and Eigner (2010),
who identified an increasing amount of time spent on communication and coordination during the years
2000 to 2006. Due to the importance of collaborative design, various authors deal with research on
collaborations with diverse foci, e.g., Robin et al. (2007), Törlind and Larsson (2002) or Talas et al.
(2017). A theoretical explanation model for describing influences and interdependencies within
collaborations was presented by Bavendiek et al. (2017). This previous work will be the basis for the
contribution at hand. Shortcomings for the practical application will be highlighted and extensions for
the use in practice will be proposed.

1.1. Views on collaborative design
First, the field of research on collaborations will be clarified. Collaborative design is seen as the
communication, coordination and also collaboration of a team that pursues the goal to fulfil an engineering
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design task. Different disciplines as well as local distributed sites may be involved. Thereby, a degree of
virtuality will be used to describe collaborations. This degree is mainly depending on the composition of
the collaboration team. The more virtual communication, coordination and collaboration are required due
to the collaboration characteristics, the higher the degree of virtuality. This takes into account that a team
working together at one site might communicate mainly virtually (via e-mail or telephone) whereas a
locally distributed team might use frequently face-to-face meetings. As collaboration characteristics, those
presented by Anderl et al. (1999) will be the reference. To those characteristics belong amongst others
time, location, language, size of company and distribution of tasks.
In a more general way, collaborative design can be considered from different views. These views are
according to Bavendiek et al. (2016a) the process, technical-methodical and personal view. It is
important to always have all views in mind, when trying to support collaborations. Actually, seldom
multiple points like technological, human or expertise are supported by one approach in collaborative
design (Wallace et al., 2001). The existing research efforts in this field were mainly disappointing
(Robin et al., 2007). Thus, the PMC model (see Figure 1) presented a holistic view on collaborative
design. The model displays collaborations on three layers: the process layer, methods & tools layer, and
the competencies & qualification layer (Bavendiek et al., 2017). These layers correspond to the three
views introduced above. The process layer describes elements like participants or stakeholders, design
activities and information flows. The methods & tools layer includes, additionally, all kinds of
communication, coordination and collaboration technologies (e.g., video conferencing). The third layer
contains information on required expertise and available competencies. All layers are connected to the
design task, which influences the elements on the layers significantly and sets the focus for instance for
the activities. Moreover, the layers are not independent; there are interactions between them. (Bavendiek
et al., 2017).
The aim of the PMC model is to describe current situations in collaborative design and, thus, identify
so-called hot spots that have to be supported, like reducing redundant work. These hot spots can be
identified on each layer focussing for instance on the professional expertise, the methods used to support
design activities or information flows between different sites.

Figure 1. PMC model to describe collaborative design on different layers
(Bavendiek et al., 2017)

1.2. Problem statement
The introduced PMC model can help to analyse collaborative design situations holistically as it
considers different views. It is not intended to support collaborations directly. The main purposes are
observation and training. The application in practice has shown that the model seems to be too abstract
for practitioners. It serves for explications; a direct illustration of interdependencies is not destined and
possible. A common basis to describe all interdependencies of (complex) collaborative situations is
currently missing. There exist various tools and models for each layer separately or for the combination
of two layers (see Section 2). A holistic approach linking all three views was not yet presented.
Bavendiek et al. (2016a) demonstrate a combination of technical-methodological view and personal
view. The process view is only marginally considered.
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For industry applications, a more concrete approach is required to increase the value of a support. The
aim of this research is, thus, to link all three layers together in one modelling approach that is simple to
apply and understand. The resulting model shall then be used for (1) current state analysis of existing
collaborations. Bottle necks and critical situations can be identified from the model. The model assists
(2) the suggestion of future processes, which are needed, e.g., due to new technologies that are
introduced or due to outsourcing of development departments.
To achieve the stated aim, this contribution tries to answer the following research questions:
1. How do existing approaches support collaborative design on the process, methods & tools and
competencies & qualification layer?
2. How can the three above mentioned layers of collaborative design be linked within one modelling
approach?
To address the questions set up, Section 2 focusses on existing approaches to support or to model
elements on the process, methods & tools and competencies & qualification layer. The third section will
introduce a modelling approach that allows the illustration of interdependencies of all three layers in
one resulting model. Section 4 presents the application with an industry partner to demonstrate the
benefits. The approach will be critically discussed and a conclusion is drawn in the last section.

2. Basics on support and models for collaborative design
This section aims at answering the first research question by giving an overview of current approaches
to support collaborative design or to model the elements on each layer or across layers. Each layer will
be examined individually section by section. Thereby, the approaches are assigned to the layers
according to their main focus. Section 2.4 reviews approaches that combine multiple layers.

2.1. Process layer
The process layer represents a flow-oriented view upon the collaborative design. There are many
approaches to model product data and/or processes in engineering design. Other authors deal with
general knowledge representation using various modelling approaches. A great overview on these
modelling approaches is given by Eckert et al. (2017). In this contribution, the aim of the process layer
is to represent the logical order of process activities executed by the process participants supplemented
by the used data or models and information flows. One possible and well-established solution is the
existing representations for business processes (BP). Herein, business objects, also referred to as
business artefacts, are utilized to represent associated information needed or provided for or by activities
during the process, e.g., bill of materials or requirements specification.
Modelling of business processes is normally conducted as part of business process management (BPM).
The main goal of BPM is to monitor, iteratively describe, improve and implement a business's processes
(Ferguson and Stockton, 2006). BPs are normally described as some sort of model. There are many
different sorts of process models and even more different modelling tools available. More generally,
during process modelling, business process models are generated that formally describe the BPs. Within
the models, the processes can also be described on different levels of detail, like a superordinate strategic
view on the overall process or a very detailed operational view on single tasks (Wynn and Clarkson,
2017). To create these models, i.e., graphical methods are used. Graphical methods use diagrams for the
documentation of the processes, on which the process is modelled in accordance with a special syntax
and semantics. In the graphic methods, data and control flow oriented as well as object oriented
approaches can be distinguished.
According to Ferguson and Stockton (2006) there is a trend to a more formal modelling of BP. Formal
modelling has at least one major benefit for everybody dealing with BP models: a precise notation.
Formal (graphical) modelling languages like the Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) (Object
Management Group, 2011) provide a standardized syntax and semantic, which are implemented by
many different tools. The BPMN, though, is a notation mainly for representing processes and their
information flows graphically. It is mainly used for analysing purposes (Wohed et al., 2006).
According to Wynn and Clarkson (2017), basically four types of process models can be distinguished,
which can be used for different purposes. The four types are procedural, analytical, and abstract models,
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as well as models from business management / operations research. Procedural models represent best
practices, such as the VDI 2206 (Verein Deutscher Ingenieure, 2004). Analytical models provide
situation-specific views of specific processes. Abstract models represent theoretical process approaches
and basic concepts. Wynn and Clarkson (2017) assign the integrated product engineering model (Albers
et al., 2016) to this area, for example. On the other hand, models from the field of corporate management
/ operations research use analytical methods to draw inferences from the processes (Wynn and Clarkson,
2017). In our work, we focus on procedural and analytical models that allow the representation of
development tasks on different levels (strategic and operative).
Wohed et al. (2006) identified several main elements represented in a formal process model. The main
elements to be represented on the process layer for collaborative design processes are:
 participants/stakeholders involved in the design process, for instance team members, departments
or whole companies
 information flows in terms of connections between different activities of participants with
specification of direction of the flow
 design activities as several procedures executed within the overall design process
An exemplary design activity is the integration of sub models within a simulation model for collision
control. Furthermore, preconditions to execute design activities (sequence of activities) as well as
parallelism of different activities are represented.

2.2. Methods & tools layer
The methods & tools layer contains not only methods and tools that support the design process but also
technologies supporting the different aspects. The provision of methods and tools assisting for instance
the ideation or evaluation of solutions is only one part of support on this layer. Various authors suggested
method collections (e.g., Cross, 2007; Lindemann, 2009), method portals (e.g., SPP GmbH, 2004; TIM,
2013; Bavendiek et al., 2016b) or mobile applications like Albers et al. (2015) suggest to support the
designer when searching for methodical assistance. Most of these method provision approaches map the
methods to design activities or phases of the process, like it is done in some "elementary methods"
approaches (Zanker, 1999; Zier and Birkhofer, 2013). So, a first linkage to the process layer is given.
Besides the methods, technologies that enable the collaboration are even more important when designing
in locally distributed teams. According to Grieb (2008), these technologies (or media) can be
distinguished in traditional (phone, fax, postage or face-to-face meetings), computer-based technologies
and those based on virtual reality (VR). Grieb and Lindemann (2005) conducted a survey in industry to
identify often-used media in regard to different (product) models. They list strengths and weaknesses
for the most important media respectively communication technologies.
A wide field of research focusses on the computer-supported collaborative work (CSCW). Besides
collaborating, the communication and coordination in teams are of interest in this field (Robin et al.,
2007). As both aspects of daily work rise (see Introduction), many authors address support on these
aspects. Robin et al. (2007) focus on the exchange of knowledge and information within collaborations
presenting the IPPOP software as a support tool. This software tool uses the GRAI modelling approach
earlier presented by Girard and Merlo (2003). Pol et al. (2008) investigate on the implementation of
coordination mechanisms in PLM systems, whereas Yesilbas et al. (2006) use UML diagrams to
demonstrate conflict management support for collaborations.
Focussing more on the communication aspects, another author proposes a support tool that helps
identifying adequate communication technologies based on the characteristics of the information to
share (Gaul, 2001). Combining the communication with diagrams originating in the development
process like product structures, specifications and design rationales, for visualisation purpose to simplify
the traceability of documents is a further approach presented by Martinec and Pavkovic (2014).
One of the major problems of communication of locally distributed teams are missing informal
communication possibilities. Informal communication is all kind of "informal, accidental, spontaneous
communication that characterizes everyday work" (Törlind and Larsson, 2002). It is considered as very
important for successful communication within organisations. Thus, Törlind and Larsson (2002)
developed an informal communication tool to enable chat and other informal communication in
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distributed working teams. Another approach belonging to the VR technologies is the creation of a
virtual meeting environment that allows the participants to interact with the complete upper part of the
body with others like it is proposed by Arthur Technologies (2017).

2.3. Competencies & qualification layer
In today's development, processes are mainly teams of designers or engineers involved, so, the
importance of personal aspects rises. In collaborations, which include per definition multiple persons,
the personal view and, thus, the competencies & qualification layer may become even more important
due to the increasing complexity of the social system. Competencies comprise knowledge, skills,
abilities and other characteristics that help to better deal with job demands, e.g., (Mansfield, 1996;
Campion et al., 2011; Kauffeld and Paulsen, 2018). Competencies are reflected in observable behaviour
in specific social situations and closely linked to performance outcomes (Schleidt, 2009; Campion et
al., 2011; Kauffeld and Paulsen, 2018). Competencies are independent on the way of learning.
Competencies can be developed through formal off-the-job or informal learning on the job (Kauffeld
and Paulsen, 2018). In contrast, qualifications are linked to formal learning, depend on learning input
and often comprise a test and certification. Qualification can, but do not necessary help persons to deal
with actual job demands. However, qualifications are often important for legal issues. For example,
specific actions can require certificates according to laws, professional standards or set of regulations.
Focussing on competencies within collaborations, the competencies required for a successful teamwork
depend on the degree of virtuality of a team (Shin, 2004; Schleidt and Eigner, 2010; Krumm et al., 2016;
Schulze et al., 2017; Schulze and Krumm, 2017). A team locally situated close to each other, for
instance, can have a high degree of virtuality when the team members usually communicate virtually,
although the local distribution is low. Competency models are a way to describe and arrange needed
competencies for organizations (Sanchez and Levine, 2009; Campion et al., 2011). These can be added
by diagnosis tools that enable the consideration of the competency development of single team members,
a team or an organization. An example for this kind of a support tool is the Kompetenz-Navi (competency
navigator), a web-based and adaptive tool for competency assessment, e.g., (Kortsch et al., 2018), or the
VICO (virtual qualification coach) proposed by Auffermann et al. (2007). The Kompetenz-Navi supports
HR managers as well as supervisors or project leaders to economically assess competencies of their
staff, detect gaps and potentials for personal and team development. The VICO tool considers 14 clusters
of special organizational competencies in virtual collaborations. VICO is not especially intended to be
used for engineering design collaborations. This transfer to the engineering domain is done by Schleidt
(2009) who presents the House of Engineering Competencies. This House correlates cross-enterprise
working conditions to relevant competencies. A similar approach is represented in the PEGASE tool,
which considers knowledge, activity, autonomy and quality of different persons within an enterprise
(Rose et al., 2009). The focus of this research lies on the collaboration of different engineering domains.

2.4. Combined approaches
As combined approaches, those are presented in the following that address not only one of the PMC
model's layers but at least two. Some of the support tools or modelling approaches on the process and
methods & tools layer cannot be clearly assigned to just one layer although it was done in the previous
sections. The main purpose of the presented approaches as described by the authors is chosen for the
assignment. The overview presented by Eckert et al. (2017) demonstrates the close connection of
processes and methods & tools, too. Many modelling approaches consider information or knowledge in
regard to design activities or process steps, e.g., (Girard and Merlo, 2003; Robin et al., 2007). The
linkage is reasonable as tools and technologies serve to transfer information.
Although some authors stress the importance to consider the design team or the designer in the process
(e.g., Rose et al., 2009), only a few research works deal with the consideration of the interrelations of
competencies and methods & tools or of competencies and processes. The latter interrelation is
investigated for instance by Martinec et al. (2017) who use videotaping to later code the communication
within meetings. The single communication elements are then assigned to activities. In this approach
analysis, synthesis and evaluation activities are distinguished. As the coding is based on meetings, a
complete match to the process layer is not available. There were earlier approaches also using
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videotaping and coding schemes for analysing different aspects of team meetings (e.g., Stempfle and
Badke-Schaub, 2002; Gero and Kannengiesser, 2004). One approach already investigated on the impact
of method use in team meetings. In this work, the authors found a higher satisfaction of the team
members when applying methods (like Morphological Scheme or Brainwriting) in meetings compared
to no method usage (Bavendiek et al., 2015). A dependency between competencies and critical situation
(as part of the process layer) is presented by Badke-Schaub and Frankenberger (2004). They discuss the
importance of different competencies in various critical situations in engineering design processes.
The interrelation of competencies and methods is rarely addressed. Mapping required competencies as
well as characteristics in a collaboration to methods and tools using a correlation matrix is one possible
approach, which was proposed in earlier work (Bavendiek et al., 2016a).
To summarize the considered approaches to support and model engineering design collaborations, it can
be stated that there are few authors dealing with more than one of the layers from the PMC model
(process, methods & tools and competencies & qualification). For linking the three layers consequently,
another approach is needed to fully represent the interrelations between the layers and, thus, understand
better collaborations and how they can be supported.

3. Modelling approach for collaborative design
After reviewing some of the existing approaches dealing with support and models for collaborative
design, the second research question on how to link the three layers (process, methods & tools and
competencies & qualification) will be addressed in the following. Therefore, an approach for generating
a model combining the three layers is presented. For creating the model, a combination of different
modelling languages is used. We take advantage of the fact that the used modelling solution offers
support for a wide range of modelling languages and implements these based on UML. Because of that,
the different modelling languages can be used together in one model. The processes as a major part of
the model are modelled by using BPMN elements as standardized by the OMG (Object Management
Group, 2011). Thus, the starting point of the modelling approach is the process layer. In the following,
models on this layer will be explained with the aid of an example presented in Figure 2 showing an
exemplary design process on the process layer. Using BPMN, a process is modelled within a pool
representing the process owner (Design Process Manager). Within the pool, there are one or more lanes
representing the process participants (e.g., project manager). In the lanes, the participants' activities,
e.g., Requirements elicitation for Systems Engineering, are placed and by this assigned to the participant.
Not only activities can be placed within a lane, also events like Project launch as a start event or MS
Requirements fix as an intermediate event can be placed within a lane. A process always ends with an
end event (not shown in Figure 2). Events and activities are connected by sequence flows (solid lines).
Gateways (diamonds) can be used to control the process flow. They can be used, e.g., to split up the
sequence flow and start parallel activities like presented in Figure 2 at the first gateway.
As introduced above, BPMN models can be used to represent strategic levels as well as operative levels
of processes within companies. To support collaborative design teams, it is necessary to break down the
activities in the processes to the operative level, where the team members interact. The example in
Figure 2 shows interactions on a more abstract level using domains within the pools. On the operative
level, each participant could be one of the team members if reasonable. In this way, critical process
elements can be analysed in detail. The modelling approach on operative level can then be used to link
methods and competencies to the activities as the description up to now is again only the representation
of one layer, the process layer. The BPNM model is now extended by the view of the other two layers
(methods & tools and competencies & qualification). Methods & tools and competencies & qualification
are integrated into the processes by partial using modelling elements not defined in the BPMN. In a first
expansion stage of the model, basically standard UML elements with custom shapes are used to
represent methods and competencies as shown in Figure 2.
As mentioned above, methods can support on the operative level, thus, they are attached to design
activities (boxes) based on the idea of basic activities as proposed by Franke et al. (2003). In the extended
BPMN model, the methods are represented by clouds like Design methods, which is exemplarily pinned
to the System design activity (see Figure 2). By adding the methods in the model, current method
applications can be made transparent to all collaborators in the team. Furthermore, the linkage to method
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descriptions as proposed by Bavendiek et al. (2016b) could be implemented in another stage. The
advantage of a direct linkage to the method description is the availability of a consistent information
basis for all team members independent from where they work.
Business Process Design Process
PDM‐System

RE Tool

MS Requirements fix

Systems
Engineering

Review
MS 1

Requirements
elicitation

Review
MS 2

...

System design
Design
Methods

Mechanical
Engineering

Competences

...

Design Process Manager

Project
manager

Project launch

...

...

Figure 2. Example BPMN-Process diagram
Communication technologies are another element on the methods & tools layer. To model these,
standard BPMN-Data Stores (RE Tool and PDM-System in Figure 2) are used. There are some standard
symbols like e-mails and data storage. The elements are utilized but extended by further information on
the technologies and media intended to be applied and the information to be shared or transferred. The
formal modelling approach defines the way of communication and avoids misunderstandings due to
missing shared information.
The third layer, the competencies & qualification, completes the modelling approach corresponding to
the three layers of the PMC model. The idea of linking competencies to processes is based on previous
work on approaches to assign competencies to processes (e.g., Soderquist et al., 2010; Kauffeld and
Paulsen, 2018). Thus, required competencies for an activity are attached to the corresponding design
activity. They are modelled with triangles like the Communication Competencies attached to the activity
Requirements elicitation. To do so, a set of competencies especially needed in collaborative design will
be used to assign more specified competencies to the (critical) design activities. In future work in the
research project, this set of competencies will add up to a competency model as mentioned by, e.g.,
Sanchez and Levine (2009) or Campion et al. (2011) for collaborative design. Qualifications, though,
will not be modelled directly in the BPMN model.
After introducing the used elements for modelling the three layers of the PMC model briefly, the usage
of the model shall be clarified in the following. There are mainly two general aims for applying the
modelling approach. The first one aims at the description of current processes in collaborations in order
to identify hot spots, e.g., in terms of missing or redundant information. Based on this analysis, specific
measures to structure the process more effectively by means of introducing or defining methods or tools
can be derived. The second aim can be the definition of processes when introducing new technologies
like cloud-based systems, industry 4.0 solutions or VR technologies, e.g., for meetings.
In the first application scenario, the modelling is done based on existing processes. These are extended
later on to eliminate the identified hot spots. In the second scenario, the modelling is done from scratch
although existing processes have to be kept in mind.

4. Application
The above-developed modelling approach was applied in a governmental funded research project at two
of the industry partners. The example presented here comes from a medium-sized enterprise in the
industrial sector of mechanical engineering. The main site is located in Germany. Further sites organised
as subsidiary enterprises are located in India and China. The process considered in the following is a
collaboration of the German and Indian site.
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4.1. Exemplary process for a distributed development
The process modelled with the presented modelling approach describes the current state in the GermanIndian collaboration within the development of an adapted product, mainly variant design (see Figure
3). The process was analysed, as it is, within a workshop with participants of the process from the
industry partner (developer, sales man, quality manager and head of development). The BPMN model
was generated afterwards and iterated with the process participants. The aim for modelling the existing
process was to derive improvements for future projects. The focus lies on the process itself and on the
assisting (communication) tools and technological systems. Competencies are not the primer focus, but
are considered as well.
There are four participants involved in the contemplated process: sales, development in Germany,
development extern (India) and the order centre. After having created the order from a customer request,
the development and order centre decide on whether to accept or not accept the order. To do so, a
checklist with certain evaluation criteria is used to make the decision. When accepting, the development
takes the decision on where to design (and produce) each component. For those components to be
designed in India, the German colleagues provide templates of the components as PDF drawings and
specifications on the adapted design. The documents are uploaded to a cloud storage that automatically
informs the design office in India about the new documents. Additionally, the PDF files are sent via email to the Indian colleagues together with the development order. An Indian colleague transfers the
PDF drawing into a CAD model, which is checked into the external PDM system before starting the
design process. The resulting design is handed over as a PDF drawing (via the cloud storage) to the
development in Germany, where another colleague controls the matching of all components and finally
checks the data into the PDM system (internal). With this step, the design is finished.
As already mentioned in the process description, most of the communication and coordination is done
via the PDM systems. The communication with colleagues from the extern development is assisted by
e-mail and a cloud storage as well. Defining the collaboration according to the collaboration
characteristics of Gaul (2001), there is no data access, no compatibility of tools and a distribution of
components, not of tasks. Thus, the main focus are communication and coordination as the collaboration
on component level is not given. There are no methods applied involving the different sites so far. Each
site provides own methods and tools for the (adaption) design.
Business Process Current Product Development Process

PDM‐System

PDF drawing

Order is
existend

order center Development
external

Design
Development

Sales

PDF‐Template

Arrangement
Execute decision
for realization

Checklist
Decide how and
where to design
components

Hand over basic
specification of the
design to the design
office

Design
components
Check in Data and
Add Meta Data

Design
completed

Perspective
Taking Skills
Design
components

Hand over Design
data

Execute decision
for realization

E‐Mail
Cloud Storage

PDM‐System
(external)

Figure 3. Current process of the distributed development of components at two sites
Relevant competencies for the collaboration can be found attached to the activity of handing over the
development order and basic specifications. Here as an example, perspective taking skills are required
to avoid problems. Perspective taking behaviours such as putting oneself in another person or treating
different opinions equally were also found to be important in cross-culture virtual teams (Krumm et al.,
2013). This means that adequate communication is needed to transport the work order. The
communication to German colleagues requires different information (like CAD models, reference
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projects, etc.) than the communication to Indian colleagues, who have no access to data. The needed
information (CAD models as PDF drawing specifications, etc.) has to be prepared and transferred
separately. Furthermore, the person handing over the documents to India has to know English and an
adequate way to phrase what he/she expects. The cited competencies are only examples for those
attached to the BPMN model. As mentioned above, a complete competency model for distributed
product development will be acquired using the before modelled distributed design scenarios.

4.2. Discussion
The discussion contains first some suggestions for improvements within the above-modelled process,
which were identified with the industry partners; second the modelling approach is discussed in general
presenting advantages, shortcomings, as well as recommendations for future applications. Though, the
approach was not entirely evaluated regarding quality of the outcomes, validity, capability and
usefulness within the industry application respectively among the practitioners.
One of the major problems in the existing process is the time-consuming step to create PDF drawings
for the Indian colleagues and later on to generate CAD models from these drawings again. The
standardisation of the PDM systems would be a preferable step towards a more compatible
collaboration. This could save time and, thus, costs due to redundant work that is avoided when using
the same CAD models. Even though first attempts were started to introduce the same PDM system,
concerns came up especially from the Indian colleagues due to the safety of the data. This leads to the
next aspect, the confidence in all partners in the collaboration. There are strict access authorisations at
the Indian site whereas all designers in Germany have access to all models and data. So, the roles and
access authorisation strategies are dissimilar at the two sites. If a common PDM system shall be used
for both sites, the definition of rules and access strategies is a key aspect to establish a successful
collaboration. Furthermore, it is planned to develop a database which contains information about which
site and which departments possess which skills and knowledge on certain components or products. This
information could be connected to the BPMN model as information on each process participant.
Considering the proposed modelling approach in general, the great advantage consists in the formalized
modelling approach. This allows to analyse the model regarding different aspects automatically, like
considering one method and identifying which activities are connected to the method. The same can be
analysed for competencies: By analysing all connections to activities, it can be identified where the
competency in question is required. Additionally, it can be identified which other elements are linked
to an activity or to one participant (in one pool lane). Note that this advantage cannot be demonstrated
in this contribution as we can only provide a graphical representation of the process and its linkages. As
motivated in the beginning, the modelling approach allows a holistic consideration of collaborations
from three different views, the process view as basis, the attached methods & tools as well as
qualification & competencies view.
However, there are some shortcomings of the modelling approach. For instance, the linkage of
communication tools and methods as it was proposed by Bavendiek et al. (2016a) cannot be represented,
yet. The connection can only be considered by additional information added to the methods or
communication tools. Furthermore, the linkage of methods and competencies (also proposed by
Bavendiek et al., 2016a) is not represented in the current BPMN model. Again, the workaround of using
additional information can be used. Alternatively, the linkage to another system like a method portal
could be utilized to provide the information on the interrelation of methods and communication
technologies or methods and competencies. Still, the identification of suitable methods & tools for the
individual process has to be assisted. In the presented application, this step was deduced by
corresponding experts. The same applies for the competencies specified in the BPMN model. It has to
be mentioned that there is no complete specific competency model for virtual or distributed team work
available at present. The analysed processes as well as additional interviews will be used to build a
corresponding competency model (see Paulsen et al., 2018). For the connection to the BPMN model it
will be important to identify key aspects for virtual or distributed collaborations that allow the
identification of corresponding activities in the processes to which the competencies can be linked. It is
not intended to link competencies to any activity as not all of them require special competencies but
traditional competencies like professional, social, methodological or self-competence (Kauffeld, 2006).
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5. Conclusion
The contribution presents actual challenges of collaborative design in today's product development. The
PMC model introducing three layers (process, methods & tools and competencies & qualification) of
collaborations is used to propose a modelling approach that allows the connection of the three layers in
one model. BPMN elements standardized by the OMG and, thus, a formal modelling approach are the
basis for this modelling approach. Originating from business process modelling, the process layer is the
starting layer for the modelling approach for collaborative design. Within this layer, process participants,
(design) activities and information or sequence flows are represented as main elements. Methods, tools
and (communication) technologies are modelled and attached to the process layer to create a linkage
between these layers. The connection to the third layer is built by linking competencies to design
activities. The purpose of the presented modelling approach lies in representing existing processes that
simplify the identification of hot spots and potential improvements through the holistic view on the
process and its interrelations. Additionally, the approach can be used to define new processes, which are
required, e.g., due to new technologies. First applications with industry partners promise suitable results
for analysing the processes regarding hot spots and for proposing measures to eliminate these. The
modelling approach shows some shortcomings, though. The connection of the methods & tools layer to
the competencies & qualification layer is not represented directly. Nevertheless, the proposed approach
offers diverse potentials for future analysis of collaborations.
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